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Abstract. The relationship between generalization ability, neural net-
work size and function complexity have been analyzed in this work. The
dependence of the generalization process on the complexity of the func-
tion implemented by neural architecture is studied using a recently intro-
duced measure for the complexity of the Boolean functions. Furthermore
an association rule discovery (ARD) technique was used to find associ-
ations among subsets of items in the whole set of simulations results.
The main result of the paper is that for a set of quasi-random generated
Boolean functions it is found that large neural networks generalize bet-
ter on high complexity functions in comparison to smaller ones, which
performs better in low and medium complexity functions.

1 Introduction

The learning and generalization properties of artificial neural networks confer to
these models a wide applicability in pattern recognition and classification tasks.
The cornerstone of the neural network modeling is the selection of the network
architecture for a determined application, since there is not a theoretical formula
giving clear insight to this problem. Nevertheless, some general theoretical results
have been published about the size of the network needed to implement a desired
function [1, 2, 3], but at the time of the implementation the theory is not always
accurate.

In particular, some authors [3, 4] have demonstrated that very large networks
perform sometimes better than smaller ones, whereas others [8] state that the
generalization process depends mainly on the weight values distribution and not
on the network size. Moreover, most of the practical results based on simulations
[6, 7] concentrate on the use of very few functions (up to 30 different functions),
and also in general the complexity of the analyzed functions is ignored [3, 9].

In fact, the complexity of Boolean functions has been studied for a long time,
the aim of that being to have a criterion for deciding if a problem is easier to
solve or implement than another [12, 3].

This work studies the relationship among learning, generalization, network
architectures, and complexity over a set of one thousand different boolean func-
tions. With this aim, we use a recently introduced measure for the complexity
of Boolean functions [10, 11] to analyze how the network architecture affects the
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generalization ability in different classes of functions grouped by their levels of
complexity. Also, the huge amount of simulation data led the authors to use a
data mining technique (association rules) to find an statistical correlation among
generalization, network architecture and functions complexity. Association rule
discovery (ARD) is a particular technique widely used in data mining problems
[19, 20, 17, 18] to find interesting associations and/or correlation relationships
among large sets of data items. This algorithm extracts relevant information
from the data and provides rules in the form of ”if-then” statements, and, unlike
the if-then rules of Logic, association rules are probabilistic in nature.

2 Methods

2.1 Measure for the Complexity of Boolean Functions

The measure proposed in [9] is based on the results obtained in [15, 16], where
a close relationship between the number of examples needed to obtain valid
generalization and the number of neighboring examples with different outputs
was found. The complexity measure C[f ] is obtained from the number of pairs
of neighboring examples having different outputs. The complexity measure used
in this paper is defined as:

C[f ] = C1[f ] + C2[f ], (1)

where Ci[f ], i = 1, 2 are the terms taking into account pairs of examples at a
Hamming distance one and two. The first term can be written as:

C1[f ] =
1

Nex * Nneigh

Nex∑

j=1

⎛

⎝
∑

{l|Hamming(ej ,el)=1}
(|f(ej) − f(el)|)

⎞

⎠ , (2)

where the first factor, 1

Nex * Nneigh
, is a normalization one, counting for the total

number of pairs considered, Nex is the total number of examples equals to 2N ,
and Nneigh stands for the number of neighbor examples at a Hamming distance
of 1. The second term C2[f ] is constructed in an analogous way. The complexity
of the Boolean functions using the measure of Eq. 1 ranges from 0 to 1.5 [9].

2.2 Association Rules Discovery

Data mining, also known as Knowledge Discovery in Databases(KDD), has been
defined as the extraction of implicit previously unknown useful information from
data. Motivated by the huge amount of information provided by the simulation
results, data mining techniques were applied to the process of finding interesting
relationships among generalization, complexity and network architecture.

ARD technique is a data mining method used in many applications to dis-
cover associations patterns between subsets of items in transactions databases.
It detects set of elements that co-occur frequently, creating relations of the form
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X− > Y , which means that when the antecedent of the rule, X , occurs, it is
probably for the consequent, Y , also to be occur. This technique has been ex-
tensively used in market analysis [19, 20] and analysis of gene expression data
[17, 18].

In addition to the antecedent (if condition) and the consequent (then condi-
tion), an association rule provides two numbers that express the degree of un-
certainty about the rule. In association analysis, the antecedent and consequent
are disjointed items sets. The first number, named support for the rule, is simply
the number of rows that include all items in both antecedent and consequent
parts of the rule. The second number represents the lift, another parameter of
interest in the association analysis, that gives the ratio of confidence to expected
confidence. Expected confidence is the number of transactions, that include the
consequent divided by the total number of transactions.

In the context of this work, we define transactions that contains function
complexity, network architecture (number of hidden neurons) and generalization
capability. Each item included in the transaction was discretized into four cate-
gories as follows: [0, 0.25), [0.25, 0.50), [0.50, 0.75) and [0.75, 1] for functions com-
plexity; [0.5, 0.70), [0.70, 0.85), [0.85, 1.0) for generalization ability; and [0, 10),
[10, 20), [20, 30), [30, 100] for the number of hidden neurons.

One of the limitations of ARD is the large amount of rules that can be
generated, which becomes a major problem in many applications. Some post-
processing pruning methods have been proposed to reduce the number of rules
[18]. One of the limitations of ARD is the large amount of rules that can be
generated. Some pruning methods have been proposed to reduce the number of
rules. In this work, we have used a filter designed to eliminate those rules that
present low confidence or does not have the generalization item in, what reduces
drastically the number of association rules.

2.3 Set of Quasi-random Functions

In a previous work [21], the authors analyzed the generalization ability of dif-
ferent network architectures studying how the generalization ability is affected
by the complexity of the functions being implemented and by the size of the
architecture. More exactly, generalization ability was tested in six different ar-
chitectures in size, and a set of 512 symmetric boolean functions was considered.
The results showed that was necessary the introduction of a second layer of
neurons to improve the generalization ability of very complex functions.

In this paper we extend the study to a set of quasi-random functions. There
exists 22N

boolean functions of N inputs, making their general study very com-
plicated except for very simple and small cases. Totally random functions are
very complex with an average complexity around 1.0 [10]. To analyze a large set
of different functions we generate functions with different complexity by modify-
ing with a certain probability K outputs of the constant function. The value of
K is related to the complexity of the generated function, and the most complex
generated function is the parity one. This procedure let us to obtain functions
that are asymmetric in the number of outputs and with a complexity in the range
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1.0 to 0. One hundred functions were analyzed for each of 10 levels of complexi-
ties in which the functions where grouped, with average complexity from 0.1 to
1.0 in steps of 0.1.

2.4 Neural Network Architectures and Simulations

To analyze the generalization ability of different architectures and to study how
this property change with network size and functions complexities, we carried
intensive numerical simulations for quasi-random Boolean functions generated
according to the procedure described before. All the networks were trained
with back-propagation with momentum. An early stopping procedure was im-
plemented with the aim of avoid overtraining and improve generalization. The
validation error was monitored during training and at the end of the maximum
number of epochs permitted, the generalization error was taken at the point
where the validation error was minimum.

The number of examples available for training was 256 as in all cases we con-
sider input functions of size N=8. We divided the examples in a training set con-
taining 128 examples, and into validation and generalization test sets containing
64 examples each one. The learning rate constant was fixed during training and
equal to 0.01 and the momentum term was set to 0.05. The maximum number
of epochs allowed for training was set to 10000.

3 Results

We performed numerical simulations on one hidden layer neural networks using
the whole set of quasi-random functions (up to 1000 different functions) with
N = 8 input variables. The number of neurons for the analyzed cases ranged from
5 to 100 in steps of 5 hidden units. The best results for each complexity level,
in terms of the generalization ability obtained, were computed simulating for
every network architecture and averaging over the 100 quasi-random functions.
In the case of a coincidence in the generalization ability from two architectures
with a different number of hidden neurons, a simple and general idea about what
network size come from Occam’s razor: the simpler the solution the better. In
Fig. 1 mean values for architecture sizes are represented vs function complexity,
and standard deviations were also computed for every complexity group.

It is possible to observe from Fig. 1 that the most appropriate network size for
obtaining the best generalization ability remains small for low level complexity
groups (from 0.0 to 0.55), noting also that the standard deviation is also rela-
tively low. As the complexity of the functions increase, the number of hidden
neurons grows up fast for groups with a complexity between 0.64 and 0.97. In
table 1, the average generalization ability obtained for the different architectures
used in every complexity group is shown together with the training error at the
point in which the minimum validation error was found.

In Fig. 2 the number of iterations as a function of the number of hidden
neurons, for each complexities group, is shown. In this figure the lowest level
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Table 1. Average generalization ability and final training error (with standard de-
viations between parenthesis) obtained for the network architectures constructed to
compute all Boolean quasi-random functions with N=8 inputs

Complexity group Generalization Training
(mean value) ability error

0.07 0.976 (0.009) 0.015 (0.015)
0.14 0.968 (0.010) 0.031 (0.017)
0.27 0.929 (0.019) 0.078 (0.033)
0.34 0.898 (0.023) 0.078 (0.029)
0.45 0.875 (0.022) 0.125 (0.038)
0.55 0.835 (0.026) 0.171 (0.039)
0.64 0.804 (0.029) 0.203 (0.050)
0.75 0.757 (0.032) 0.250 (0.052)
0.86 0.695 (0.041) 0.296 (0.056)
0.97 0.585 (0.067) 0.421 (0.072)

complexities groups are located at the top of the figure, being the highest level
complexity group labeled as 10. Figure 2 demonstrates that the time of training
(number of epochs) in very complex functions (labeled as 8−10) is proportional
to the network size. Moreover, in the case of low complexity functions, the time
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Fig. 1. Number of hidden neurons vs function complexity for quasi-random functions
with N=8 inputs. The x-axis labels identify the mean values for each level of complexity.
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Fig. 2. Training time, in epochs, as a function of the network size, in number of hidden
neurons, for every complexity group of Boolean functions

necessary to train the network is approximately constant and independent of the
network size selected to implement that function.

The ARD technique was applied to the whole set of 20.000 simulations re-
sults. Association rules were extracted with absolute minimum support value
of 10, minimum confidence of 40% and minimum improvement of one, obtain-
ing a total of 35 association rules. After filtering and analyzing the set of rules
extracted, it is possible to observe that a correlation exists among the architec-
ture size, the complexity level and the generalization ability. That is confirmed
through association rules with the form: { low complexity } and { low network
size } → { high generalization ability }, with confidence 0.98 and lift 1.66; and
others as { high complexity } and { medium network size } → { low gener-
alization ability }, with confidence 0.93 and lift 1.60. In this case, the ARD
technique confers statistical precision to graphical results, since the confidence
value can be interpreted as the a posteriori probability for the consequent given
the antecedent. Moreover, a lift value greater than 1.0 is interpreted as a positive
correlation between the antecedent and the consequent.

4 Discussion

We have analyzed through numerical simulations the relationship between neu-
ral network size and function complexity. It was found that for groups of low
complexity functions, smaller architectures have a better generalization ability
than larger ones. Also, it was found that the optimal value for the number of
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hidden neurons (between the analyzed values) grows with function complexity.
This result is what is expected from theoretical reasons but the interestingly, up
to our knowledge, is one of the first times that this problem is systematically
studied and reported. We have also made use of a extraction rule technique
(ARD) to analyze the result of the simulations and this technique confirmed our
analysis giving also statistical confidence. Regarding the architecture selection
process, much work remains to be done and we are in the process of studying it
in multi-layers networks and modular architectures.
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